
 

Summer is here and boating season is in full swing. Whether you are 

planning a trip to the San Juans or looking to stay local, keep safety on 

your mind this summer. With the pandemic, as I’m sure you know, 

boating has become extremely popular, with some estimating a 40%  

increase in boat ownership in the last year.  

 

With all those new boaters, there is a greater opportunity for the possi-

ble need to assist someone else. So, take some time to practice your 

emergency drills: man-overboard, fire, collision, etc. Make sure you are 

familiar with your safety gear onboard and how to use it so that when 

you need it most you are ready. In all my years of boating, I’ve only once 

had an “emergency” onboard the vessel I was on; however, I can’t count 

how many times I have helped others. It often going to be helping  

someone else when you use the safety skills you practice.                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                        
A new law went into effect concerning engine cutoff switches that you 

may need to be aware of. If you vessel is equipped with an engine safety 

cutoff switch that uses a lanyard, Federal Law now requires that to be            

attached to the boat operator while underway. This applies to open             

cockpit vessels, which you could be thrown from. We are hearing of tickets being written by local law enforcement 

for not having that attached. There is also a crack down underway for vessel registration decals being appropriately 

displayed, with one recent anecdote relayed to me of someone getting a ticket even though he had them on board 

his boat, just not displayed.  

We all love being out on the water, lets just be sure we are doing everything we can to be as safe as possible.  

 

-On a fun note, a pod of Harbor Porpoise has been hanging out in                            

Commencement Bay for the last couple weeks, so keep an eye open when 

you’re on the water.   

 

-You no longer have to wear a mask in the marina store & office if you are fully 

vaccinated. 

 

-Check out the fun upcoming events on page 2! 

 

Be good to one another and I will see you on the docks.  

Tarin 

 

 Tides & Times 
July 1, 2021 
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Bruce, Diana, and Shelli out on the docks,                 

catching some rays! 
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One Weekend, 3 Events! August 28th & 29th 

 

 

HARBOR HAPPENINGS 

Join us on Saturday and Sunday, 

10am – 6pm. With 96 garages on 

site, and everyone invited to 

open their doors, you never 

know what treasures you may 

find. Since there are two other 

events on deck this weekend, we 

are hoping for a good amount of 

foot traffic.  

Please sign up in the office to 

participate. Don’t have a storage 

unit with us? Sign up anyway, and 

we’ll show you where to set up!    

AUGUST 28 & 29 



Act Responsibly 

The Salish Sea is home to many marine mammals, but is most known as the home of the Southern Resident Community of 

orcas or killer whales (SRKWs). This unique population of orcas feeds on fish, preferably salmon, and lives in close family 

groups. The Southern Resident orcas are listed as endangered in both Canada and the United States. Only 75 orcas remain as 

of February 2021. One of the best ways to help these whales is to Be Whale Wise!  

The Laws 

Washington State 

• Boats to stay 300 yards from Southern Resident 
killer whales on either side. 

• Boats to stay 400 yards out of Southern Resident 
killer whale’s path/in front and behind the whales 

• Boats to go slow (<7 knots) within ½ mile of 
Southern Resident killer whales 

• Disengage engines if whales appear within 300 
yards. 

Boats to stay 100 yards from all other marine 

mammals (e.g. humpback whales, gray whales, sea 

lions and seals). 

The Guidelines 

• Turn off fish finders and echo sounders when it is 
safe to do so. 

• Go slow (<7knots) within 1,000 metres, or a half mile, of whales. 

• Refrain from fishing, where possible, within 1,000 metres or half mile of whales. 

• Don’t get between whales and the shoreline 

Use the Whale Warning Flag to warn fellow boaters to the presence of whales and be 

aware of the flag when you’re cruising the area. 

https://www.bewhalewise.org 

       FHM HATS                          

ARE BACK! $21.99 ea. 
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https://www.bewhalewise.org/know-the-flags/


Essential Boat Insurance Coverage                                                                                            
Six key boat insurance policy features that will have you covered 
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Here's an amazing statistic: About half of the 12 million registered boats in the United States are not covered 

by insurance. Are you well-covered or just “sorta” covered?  Here are six key policy features often overlooked 

by boat owners — details that could mean the difference between paying significant costs out of pocket or coming 

out of a claim in good financial shape. Study the fine print on the declarations page of your boat policy or consult a 

marine-insurance agent to make sure a catastrophe doesn't leave you high, dry and maybe broke.  

 

Consequential Damage 

Half of all sinkings occur at the dock after the failure of some small part below the waterline, such as a through-hull 

fitting or rubber sterndrive bellows. These parts most often fail due to "wear, tear and corrosion" or a lack of 

maintenance, so the insurance policy won't pay for a new bellows. But, suppose as a consequence of the failed     

bellows, your boat sinks and is a total loss. Who pays for that? Make certain your boat policy includes consequential 

damage coverage that pays for a loss caused by a failed part that may be excluded under the policy; in this example, 

the failed bellows may not be covered, but the rest of the repairs or a total loss will be. Consequential damage cov-

erage usually applies only to major or total losses. Typical coverage will include the immediate consequential damage 

resulting from fire, explosion, sinking, de-masting, collision or stranding.  

 

Fuel-Spill Liability 

Let's say as a consequence of an accident or sinking, your boat has just discharged 400 gallons of fuel into the water. 

An environmental cleanup crew is dispatched, and maybe the marina has to be shut down for a day. You could be 

handed a substantial bill; under U.S. federal law, boaters can be held liable for up to $939,800. (Whew! At least it's 

not a million.) A policy with specific fuel-spill liability, up to this maximum amount, protects you from cleanup claims 

or third-party damage caused by the accidental discharge of oil or fuel. Some policies just pay the costs associated 

with a fuel spill up to the policy's limit of liability coverage.  

 

On-Water Service and Towing 

The average towing fee in the U.S. is about $700, according to BoatUS, and many boat insurance policies today offer 

on-water towing and service endorsements. Know the details of that coverage. Who is the provider and is it active 

on your waters? If you cruise or trailer, are there any geographic limits to the tow and service coverage? Is there 24-

hour dispatch available? What could your out-of-pocket costs be? If the coverage built into your policy seems weak, 

you might be better off with a separate towing service and routine service assistance plan (from outfits like Tow-

BoatUS or Sea Tow), which can cost less than $100 annually, generally has few limits, will cover more than one boat, 

and may even cover a boat you have rented or borrowed if you are acting as the captain of that boat. The coverage 

may go with you, not with the boat.  

 

Salvage Coverage 

A fire, sinking, storm or grounding can often result in a salvage situation: The boat must be raised or moved to a safe 

location. If the boat is not a total loss and needs to be recovered and brought to a repair facility, salvage costs can 

quickly escalate, often in surprising ways, as told below.  

                      

“The owner of a 38-foot boat kept on a mooring off Dinner Key in Biscayne Bay did all he could short of hauling the 

boat to prepare for the hurricane: He had four 1-inch lines in place, placed chafe protection on the lines, stripped off 

all windage possible. It was apparently impact from another vessel, however, that released the boat from its moor-

ing, and when the hurricane had passed, the vessel was resting in the end zone of the football field at Ransom Ever-

glades School in Coconut Grove. The field abuts the bay, and the storm surge carried the boat until it stopped,    

upright, at the field house. The boat had very little damage. Salvage required hiring a land crane, negotiating with a 

neighbor to get the crane into the site, and trimming trees so the crane could lift the boat over the trees into a canal 

adjacent to the field, an operation that cost more than $20,000.                              -Continued on page 4 

https://www.boatingmag.com/tags/insurance
https://www.boatingmag.com/tags/boat-ownership
https://www.boatingmag.com/tags/hurricane-preparation


 
Parking Regulation Reminder 

Please help us to maintain sanity in our parking lots. Here are a few reminders of the marina’s marking policy: 

• All vehicles on site must have a current Foss Harbor tenant or guest parking pass. All vehicles               

without a pass are subject to a fine or towing without notice and at the expense of the owner. 

• Vehicles must not stay in a parking spot more than 3 consecutive days. (If you are leaving on your boat 

for an extended period longer than 3 days, exceptions can be made; please check in at the marina office 

for proper parking arrangements.) 

• Leaving your vehicle unattended in front of your storage locker is not acceptable. Marina policy states: 

“No parking in front of your locker unless you are currently in the process of accessing your locker. This 

means that you are physically within 100’ of your vehicle and could move it at a moment’s notice.” 

• Please respect the time-limited parking spots near the office and dock gates as appropriate. 

Liveaboard tenants, you are issued up to two (2) parking passes if two people reside on the vessel. 

Please be sure that no more vehicles are parked on site than you have passes for and please respect 

our “3 consecutive days” rule. 

With your help in following the marina parking policies, we can together help to mitigate any frustrations over parking.  

All of the above items can be found in the “Marina Rules and Regulations” which you were issued upon your move in. 

You are welcome to stop by the office and pick up another copy anytime. 

 

Thanks for your assistance; it’s going to be an amazing summer. Stay safe out there.  

—Tarin Todd, Marina Manager 
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 -Insurance —con’t from page 3                                                                                                                                                                                                       

The boat owner had liability-only coverage on the boat, but he added a full salvage coverage rider that paid for   

everything. The policy only cost about $100 a year.  

It’s natural to assume that the cost of salvage is covered by the base insurance policy, but some policies will subtract 

salvage costs from the insured value of the boat. Other policies may only provide a small percentage of the insured 

value for salvage, leaving you to pay the rest. Better policies provide separate salvage coverage that is equal to the 

boat’s hull-value coverage. As with fuel-spill coverage, the most protection likely comes from a policy with        

completely separate coverage for salvage. Also, consider whether your insurance provider can arrange salvage as 

quickly as possible, potentially negotiating with crane operators, divers, truckers, storage facilities, local government 

officials, or marina staff. Ask around on the dock and let the past experience of other boat owners be your guide.  

 

Trailer Coverage 

Not all boat-insurance policies automatically provide trailer coverage, and there may be geographic limits on where 

you can trailer the boat. You may be covered only when towing in your home state, for example, or certain adja-

cent states. If you have an accident while towing, your boat policy pays to repair or replace the trailer. If your trailer 
causes injuries to people or damage to property — say you back into the bait shop — your auto policy should   

cover the liability. Check both policies to make sure you are covered.  

 

The Risk of a Liability-Only Policy 

Many boaters opt for a liability-only policy if they think the value of their older or smaller boat doesn't warrant full 

coverage. Such a policy should obviously cover property damage and bodily injury to others, but consider coverage 

for salvage and removal of a wreck, and that separate coverage is available for fuel-spill incidents, any of which could 

drain a bank account. Remember the boat that ended up on a football field.                 -Boat US  
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Your ad here… —melynda@fossharbor.com 

KRIS R. HUBER IS READY  

TO ANSWER YOUR REAL ESTATE QUESTIONS! 

Your local Realtor right here at Foss Harbor Marina. 

Kris R. Huber 

Windermere Real Estate   Direct line: 253-777-

5976 kris.r.huber@gmail.com  

2002 Kawasaki KZ1000P for sale. 

Very clean ex-Pierce County Sheriff bike. This 
bike is quick and a lot of fun to ride. 

Runs great, everything except the flashing blue 
lights works. Bought another bike, so this one 
needs a new home. 

The images show some damage to the top of 
the gas tank. Looks like the tank was stored on 
end, and gas went out the vent. 

What does it need? A new front tire in the near 
future. Other than that, just a new owner. 

$3200. Yes, that is a firm price. 

 

mailto:kris.r.huber@gmail.com

